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Many of those that hesitated to support independence were soon convinced by the passionate words of
Thomas Paine , Samuel Adams , Patrick Henry , and eventually John Adams and Thomas Jefferson. Article
IV. Oil on canvas by Junius Brutus Steams. While it didn't happen under the articles, the land north of the
Ohio River and west of the present western border of Pennsylvania ceded by Massachusetts , Connecticut ,
New York , Pennsylvania , and Virginia , eventually became the states of: Ohio , Indiana , Illinois , Michigan ,
and Wisconsin , and the part of Minnesota east of the Mississippi River. The committee of the states, or any
nine of them, shall be authorized to execute, in the recess of congress, such of the powers of congress as the
united states in congress assembled, by the consent of nine states, shall from time to time think expedient to
vest them with; provided that no power be delegated to the said committee, for the exercise of which, by the
articles of confederation, the voice of nine states in the congress of the united states assembled is requisite.
Power was concentrated in a single assembly, rather than being divided, as in the state governments, into
separate houses and branches. This incomplete British implementation of the Treaty of Paris would later be
resolved by the implementation of Jay's Treaty in , after the federal Constitution came into force. Welcome
Leah. Then, when the Homestead Act was enacted in , the quarter section became the basic unit of land that
was granted to new settler-farmers. Members of Congress are to be appointed by state legislatures. Benjamin
Franklin wrote the first and presented it to Congress in July  But at the time, only 6 of 13 states reported a
pro-Constitution majority. More of a treatyâ€”or a "firm league of friendship"â€”than a constitution, the
Articles of Confederation in no way infringed upon the sovereignty of the original thirteen states. Federal
assumption of the states' war debts became a major issue in the deliberations of the Constitutional Convention.
No state may tax or interfere with treaty stipulations already proposed. Congress shall regulate the post
offices; appoint officers in the military; and regulate the armed forces. Article XI. It was temporarily resolved
when the delegates agreed that the slave trade could continue until  Article VII. Slavery itself was a thorny
question that threatened to derail the Union. Each commissioner is bound by oath to be impartial. The Land
Ordinance of and Northwest Ordinance created territorial government, set up protocols for the admission of
new states and the division of land into useful units, and set aside land in each township for public use. The
united states in congress assembled shall also be the last resort on appeal in all disputes and differences now
subsisting or that hereafter may arise between two or more states concerning boundary, jurisdiction or any
other cause whatever; which authority shall always be exercised in the manner following. There was no
executive and no judiciary, two of the three branches of government we have today to act as a system of.


